
Floor board of high quality and durability

KoskiFloor

KoskiFloor is an all round tongued and grooved floor board ideal for new buildings and 
repair work. The boards are made of the by-products from wood industries and they 
preserve the same desireable features of wood.

With KoskiFloor products it is easy and quick to make durable floors that feel pleasant in 
use. The boards can be sawn, drilled and cut with any conventional woodworking tools.

KoskiFloor standard board grade P6 is ideal for floors in dry conditions. For more deman-
ding conditions, we recommend KoskiFloor P5/P6 board that meets the strength requi-
rements of P6 grade and the moisture conditions of P5 grade.

KoskiFloor is suitable especially for  floors of housing, floating floors, floors of storerooms 
and roof support boards (P5).

Quick installation

Easy to work and coat

Solid and dense surface

The strength of the board is 
constant in every direction

Good sound-insulating properties

Enviromentally friendly
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Raw material Saw dust and wood chips from our own wood industry

Base board Chipboard to meet standard EN 312

Formaldehyde 
class

Class E1 EN 312
Class E0,5 EN 312 and CARB/TSCA for P6 on request

Thickness Standard thickness 22, Other at request

Sizes Standard sizes 600 x 1800/2400, 1200 x 2400 mm. Other sizes at request.

Density
Depends on the thickness and type of the board 620-720 kg/m3 (P6), 
680-765 kg/m3 (P5)

Installation
Installation instructions and other information can be found in the standard 
EN 312 and at www.koskisen.com

Machining Drilling of holes edge machining like T&G, chamfer and rebate on request.

Other data
Detailed technical values can be found in Koskisen’s Declaration of Performance (DoP). 
Please visit koskisen.com/download.

Technical specifications

Environment
Our raw material, wood is an ecological and renewable ma-
terial and it stores carbon during its whole life cycle. Koski-
sen chipboard products are manufactured in Finland ac-
cording to the strictest sustainability principles. Koskisen is 
a pioneer in the Finnish forest industry in paying attention 
to the environment and the wood’s supply chain is always 
known in detail. Finnish forests are primarily privately own-
ed and the owners are guided by a strong commitment 
to long-term forestry and forest cultivation. Yearly, Finnish 
forests grow more than they are harvested. This guarantees 

a sustainable and environmentally sound raw material.

Additional information
Koskisen chipboard is made from our own sawmill’s saw-
dust and contains 85% real wood. Our professional quality 
control ensures that Koskisen chipboard is always pure 
and does not include sand or other impurities. Pure and 
high-quality chipboard is easy to machine and it doesn’t 
damage saw blades.
The information, although based on extensive testing, is 
intended as a guideline only and comes without warranty. 
We reserve the right to amend specifications without no-
tice. Any defects other than those caused by clearly verified 
production or service faults by the supplier are the respon-
sibility of the user. Any claim for compensation is limited 
to the value of the defective panels. The Seller makes no 
guarantee that the goods are fit for a particular purpose, 

unless it provides a written declaration of their suitability.

Additional information

KoskiFloor

TG 16-30 mm FTG 30-40 mm

Pallet sizes

Thickness Size Pcs / pll

22
1200x2400
600x2400
600x1800

25 
50
50

T&G alternatives
All four edges T&G max size 1800 x 4000 mm
Two long edges T&G max size 1800 x 4200 mm

DTG 22-25 mm


